NaturalNews January 15th

DECLASSIFICATION BEGINS, CNN COMPLICIT IN CAPITOL RAID
The Situation Update for Jan. 15th, 2021 covers five key breaking stories, all with “bombshell” implications for
world events:
1. Capitol raid official narrative collapse; CNN complicit in the staged event, radical Leftist arrested, FBI
admits Trump didn’t cause the riot.
2. Declassification now under way as Trump announces release of “foot-high” stack of documents
exposing the criminals of the Obama administration. (Total panic in DC now under way…)
3. Project Veritas exposes Twitter’s Jack Dorsey in a video announcing plans for expanded, long-term
censorship of conservatives.
4. FBI now trolling for scapegoats by calling and visiting gun rights people, hoping to find someone stupid
enough to get wrangled into playing a role in the FBI’s false flag theatrical events (staged raids on
capitol buildings).
5. Long Beach Port / ship delays caused in part by US Coast Guard searching for weapons being brought
in from China as part of China’s staging for war against the United States.
Trump’s “declass” bombshell is part of the exposure of the corrupt, criminal cabal that currently runs America.
Joe Biden may even be implicated, and it’s certain that Chief Justice Roberts will be named in some of the
documents, as he signed the illegal FISA warrants.
The deep state is in a total panic, and this is why they were desperately trying to remove Trump from office
with a drive-by impeachment following a staged false flag attack on the capitol.
But Trump still holds all the cards, and he’s still President for five more days.
Here are the highlights for today’s Situation Update:



















Long-time contact expresses skepticism toward Steve Pieczenik’s promised claim that Trump would be
sworn in next week. Pieczenik described as a super high-IQ battlefield manipulator. Who’s right? We’ll
know soon…
Watch out for the “confirmation bias” trap in your own beliefs.
Conservative MP calls for nationwide rollout of vitamin D tablets, a Spanish region saw an 82% drop in
covid deaths after handing out vitamin D.
Trump taking more executive action to sever ties between corrupt lawmakers and Chinese-affiliated
companies.
Dirty bomb threat for America may explain Trump’s delay in taking action… have they found all the
bombs yet?
The FBI, Antifa and CNN are all conspiring to create a huge number of false flag shootings at state
capitols in the coming week. It’s all theatre.
Angela Merkel to step down as German chancellor in 2021 … – BBC and The Economist
Dutch government weighs possible resignation… – Reuters
Estonia’s PM resigns over corruption probe on his party – ABC News
Italy Government on Verge of Collapse as Renzi Party Quits – Bloomberg
Global financial collapse is rapidly approaching. UK government broke. China broke. US blowing out
massive debt bubble.
Oxygen shortage in Brazil… makes no sense since the atmosphere is nearly 20% oxygen.
BLM activist charged for instigating many elements of the capitol riot on Jan. 6th.
CNN promoted that same activist (Sullivan) as a “journalist” when he was actually complicit in the
violence.
CNN’s Jade Sacker penetrated the Capitol with a member of BLM/Antifa cheering, “We did it!” …
CNN was in on the entire thing, staging it just like elements of Sandy Hook which used “crisis actors”
posing as parents or snipers.
John Solomon reports on Lou Dobbs that Trump ordered declass of intelligence docs from Obamagate.


















From JustTheNews: “A bombshell revelation in the remaining FBI documents on Russia collusion
shows that the entire narrative was created and leaked to the news media to neutralize Hillary Clinton’s
concern that her email scandal hadn’t gone away.”
Former military personnel warn: 75,000 Chinese troops in Canada, 175,000 in Mexico, preparing to
invade the USA. But US forces will destroy them quickly.
US military has long had proof of China’s bioweapons attack and now cyber attack on the USA.
“We are in a full blown Military Operation right now to remove the threats and install our President
back in power and control the violence in the big cities.”
Most actions won’t be evident until the very last minute, perhaps the 19th or the 20th.
Discussion of whether we are all being played by an elaborate psyop, or whether there really is a
military coup under way against the deep state.
Mexican President announces he will lead effort to halt Big Tech censorship.
US Navy + US Coast Guard involved in searching ships off the LA / Long Beach Harbor for weapons
from China, contributing to long delays for port access.
How the FBI tricks stupid people into being their scapegoats for false flag ops. FBI agents are medium
IQ, but most of the people they target are super low IQ. So the FBI ends up thinking they’re really smart
because they often have an IQ advantage over morons.
The absurdity of claiming people who breached the capitol building used Parler. They also bought cars
from Ford. Should Ford be deplatformed?
Texas AG announces investigation into Big Tech for censorship.
Headline: Norwegian Medicines Agency links 13 deaths to vaccine side effects. Those who died were
frail and old.
Covid vaccines confirmed as depopulation “euthanasia” shots for the elderly.
Microsoft, Oracle, and Salesforce pushing for “vaccine credentials” which they claim will “empower”
people to “return to life.”
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